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Day1 (17/12/2016, Saturday) – arrival, shopping malls, and Christmas         
markets [by Jessie] 
 
We arrived in Hamburg at noon and firstly, we went to the hotel which is located in the                  
suburban area of Hamburg. On the way, we captured many natural sceneries that we had               
never seen in Hong Kong before. We saw massive yields and flat lands for rearing animals                
and farming. Also, there were woodlands and trees on the sides of the road. When we saw                 
some beautiful individual houses, the three of us were overwhelmed – they were our              
dream houses! 

 
 
Despite being in the remote area, we still found it convenient to travel around by bus.                
There were sufficient parking spaces near the metro station for residents to park their car               
and take metro easily, reducing the use of private cars in the city areas. 
 
We started our journey by visiting two shopping malls: Alstertal Einkaufszentrum in the             
suburban area and Europapassage in the city centre. Both of them sell international             
famous brands, showing signs of globalization. Yet, we recognized some brands that we             
hadn’t heard of before and they were the local brands from Germany. Surprisingly, both              
malls had huge supermarkets! Indeed, the food packaging is much less in the first mall.               
We needed to pay for paper bags and recycle bags. No plastic bags would be issued to                 
the customers for free. Perhaps supermarkets in Hong Kong should also sell paper or              
recycle bags instead of bags made of plastic as they are more environmentally-friendly. 

 



 

                      
 
As Christmas was approaching during our stay, we visited two Christmas Markets in the              
city center at night: Historical Christmas Market at the Rathausmarkt and White Magic at              
Jungfernstieg . 

 
Delicate Christmas decorations and lights,     
such as the Christmas trees in the middle of         
the Alster river, lit up the night in Hamburg. The          
stalls mainly sell traditional handcrafts and      
local food especially for Christmas, like some       
decorations for households and Christmas     
bread. Even though Christmas was yet to       
come, we already felt the festive atmosphere! 
 
  
  
 
 
 

At Christmas markets, customers could choose to       
have drinks in reusable mugs and cups. They paid         
the deposit and then they could decide to return the          
mug for the money back or keep it as souvenirs.          
For food, most of them were wrapped with little         

 



packaging and on paper instead of plastic containers. Five of us, including Leon and              
Ashkan, our group mates from Hamburg, agreed that it didn’t cause any hygienic             
problems. We could promote the above ideas to the street food stall owners in Hong Kong                
as well. 

 
  

 



Day 2 (18/12/2016, Sunday) – City Tour on bus, visit to a local family,              
and Miniatur Wunderland  [by Wendy] 

 

After having a full breakfast at the hotel, we went to the central station and took a city tour                   
on bus to gain a brief impression of Hamburg. During the tour, we saw many classical and                 
historic buildings along the way. We also saw the busy harbour. From those buildings, we               
could witness the industrial development in recent years and German people’s lifestyle. 

 
After that, we went to the family gathering with Ms.          
Monika Scheurmann, the teacher-in-charge of our      
German group mates, to enjoy a Christmas tea. In her          
daughter’s house, there were numerous festive      
decorations, such as socks hanging on the door frame, a          
huge Christmas tree, advent wreath, and many delicious        
traditional festive delicacies including cookies and baked       
apple. Through this visit to a local family, we could know           
more about the German culture. 
　 
 

 
 
 
 

The temperature was rather cold outside, but we        
could feel the heating system inside was at an         
optimal temperature instead of being too warm and        
electricity was thus not wasted. Moreover, there       
were three recycling bins just next to the gate of          
the house for food waste, plastic and paper        
respectively. This highly encourages recycling but      
it rarely appears in Hong Kong given the limited         

 



living space we have. Later in the gathering, we sang Christmas carols in both German               
and English versions with the big German family joyfully, and I even had a chance to be                 
the pianist! I was so nervous because I had to sight-read the music score immediately. It                
was such an enjoyable time and the family was so friendly and hospitable to us! 
 
In the evening, we visited the Miniatur Wunderland , which is an interesting museum             
housing many tiny models. There were massive amount of marvellous models which show             
different places in the world and every corner of Hamburg in detail. We felt so amazed,                
surprised and astonished and we had taken endless photos during our short stay. 

 
 
 
 
  

 



Day 3 (19/12/2016, Monday) – school and organ farm visit [by Frances] 
 
As we had imagined, the school in Hamburg is much          
bigger than ours in Hong Kong! Gymnasium Oberalster ,        
the school in which our group mates are in, is set in the             
suburban region which is very comfortable and relaxing        
for studying and wandering around. The campus is very         
green since there are many trees around the corner. More          
importantly, the meals offered in the canteen are made         
immediately after ordering instead of having a huge        
amount prepared but without customers. It would reduce        
cooked yet unwanted food. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The German school learning atmosphere is different from ours, as observed from the             
students’ attitude during the lessons. They would put their hands up whenever the             
teachers asked questions and tried to answer them. Since no one would tease or laugh at                
the classmates’ attempts, they acted more actively than us in class. This indicates that the               
studying environment is cosy and encouraging and easier for them to become active             
learners. 

 
Our next destination is the organic      
farm. We visited the bakery, small barn       
and animal houses for pigs, rabbits      
and goats respectively. Also, we had      
the chance to shop in the supermarket       
and coffee shop linked to the farm       
which only sells organic products. 
 
First of all, French windows are      
present in the bakery intentionally     
made for the public to view the       
making progress of the bread. This can      
ensure the people for what they are       
fed with and build their trust upon the        
farm for making safe and healthy food. 
 

 



Next, the small barn and animal houses for various         
animals are very impressive since we seldom have        
chances to touch animals. This serves an educational        
purpose to let children get to know and love animal more.           
The guide of the farm said she could not bear the fact that             
animals were fated to be killed for human’s food and thus           
she had become a vegetarian for ages. ”Everything is         
based on love,” She stated. I can surely see her affection           
towards the animals. 
 
 
Finally, we could have a little shopping time in the organic           
supermarket. It is stunning to see that every product is          
organic and fresh. We ended up buying honey and grains          
for ourselves. In addition, the coffee and hot chocolate are          
must-try beverages! The flavor is sweet and lovely. 
 
 

 

 
 

  

 



Day 4 (20/12/2016, Tuesday) – visit to the City Hall, the Ministry of             
Urban Development and Environment, and Greenpeace Headquarter       
[by Frances] 

 
In the morning, we were     
honoured to have an official     
reception by the Town Hall     
officer. The Town Hall is a      
classical European building. The    
architectural design inside is very     
gorgeous that we admired in awe.      
Many huge oil paintings are hung      
over the wall and some parts of       
the building are even decorated     
in gold. The walls which are      
allowed to be touched are all      
handmade leather, showing the    
historical elements in this space.  

 
 

 
The present site of the Town Hall       
is actually a relocation after the old       
one destroyed by a fire accident in       
1842. It was the place for      
government officials to work in the      
past. At present, the Government     
and the Parliament are also     
working here, each on one side      
and is only separated by the      
middle building. 
 

 

After lunch, we went to the Ministry of Urban         
Development and Environment in Hamburg and      
had a meeting with officials there. There was a         
big model showing the overview of the city and         
the staff who guided us explained some       
continuous achievements and goals on     
environment made by the government: for      
instance, they aim to reduce 80% of carbon        
dioxide emission in 2020. 
 
 
 
  

 



The Hamburg government officers stressed on increasing the use of renewable energy.            
They transferred the landfill into an energy hill for developing wind power and now,              
Hamburg was the capital city of wind power that provided energy for more than 3000               
households. Moreover, the officials also showed us a climate scale for educating            
secondary students and adults about the carbon emissions of daily food and activities. It              
was fun and astonishing and we liked it. 

 
After that, we had an in-depth discussion on        
climate change with the officials. In our       
discussion, we realized that the Hamburg      
government had played a leading role in       
achieving green habits, for example: they do not        
allow procurement of environmentally unfriendly     
items such as coffee machines using capsules.       
The meeting gave us an impression that the        
government has a clear vision and      
comprehensive plan to achieve their goals on       
sustainable development. One official said that      
we need to make sustainability become a trend        
and everyone would want to become a       
world-saviour when it has become more trendy. 
 

The last destination of the day was the Greenpeace headquarter. The staff told us many               
facts about environment through daily life, such as when we wash them off some skin care                
products with microbeads, they will be flushed to the ocean and consumed by fish. Once               
the marine organisms are contaminated, human will eventually suffer when we consume            
them. 
 
 
Besides, the official showed an encouraging figure of people volunteered for joining the             
regional and local work in Hamburg--about 5000 volunteers are willing to lend a hand to               
make Germany a better place! Their works are very meaningful yet challenging, like             
encouraging and educating people to purchase brands causes less pollution. In order to             
have the first step of educating the public, many mini games are displayed in the               
headquarter. It is for increasing people’s interest and gaining awareness of the current             
situation of the Earth. We played all the games there and learned bit by bit from gaming.  

  
 
  

 



Day 5 (21/12/2016, Wednesday) – a day in Lüneburg, St. Michael’s           
Church, Elbe Tunnel [by Wendy] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

We started the day in another beautiful city which is about half an hour by train from                 
Hamburg – Lüneburg. In our journey, we experienced for the first time to be separated               
from our teachers as we were given the wrong tickets! We arrived first and were picked up                 
by the staff from Leuphana University. The first impression of Lüneburg is that the              
architectural style is totally different from Hamburg. Most of them are made of bricks red in                
colour and with sharp roofs. 
 
Upon arrival, we saw many bicycles but only a few cars. We began to sense that their                 
learning environment is a sustainable one. There were also many solar panels on the top               
of each building to produce renewable solar energy for the campus. Actually, Leuphana             
University is one of the representative green university in Germany. They have an             
interesting and effective way to save energy – even if one little gap of window is detected,                 
the heater inside will switch off automatically. Besides, this university only has a few              
majors to choose from, but the study of sustainability in included. 

 
 
 

 



After a short campus tour, we started our        
presentation of the community project with      
some teaching staff and students of the       
university. After our presentation, we took      
turns to express different ways to promote       
environmental protections and shared with     
each other about what we could do to lead a          
more sustainable life as individuals. We also       
discussed how the government of Germany      
and Hong Kong can to do more on this topic.          
One professor reminded us that many      
theories were taught in our curriculum very       
often, but we had to put them into practice         
and pay efforts to carry them out in our         
everyday life to make it meaningful. We should try to make sustainability become a major               
concern in our life, experience more and put knowledge into action. 

 
As sustainability ambassadors, we have the      
responsibility to spread these messages. I have learnt        
that although we are not the pioneers to say those          
theories, it will never be late to take actions by          
ourselves and inspire others to save the world little by          
little. 
 
Later on, we went to a historical water tower in          
Lüneburg. On the roof of the building, there were 12          
candles. They were going to be lit up till Christmas as a            
local culture. It was originally a water tower but now is           
a museum. It used to store water because Lüneburg is          
covered with salt, and even water is salty in the old           
days. The tower is currently exhibiting topics related to         
sustainability.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We returned to Hamburg in the evening for        
further sightseeing. We visited the splendid      
St. Michael’s Church to enjoy a night view        
from the top. There were far less light        
pollution than in Hong Kong, as we       
observed less advertisement signs and less      
street lamps. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Last but not least, we walked through a super long          
train subway in the old days, known as the Old Elbe           
Tunnel, to end our exhausted yet plentiful day. It         
was made for people to go across the harbour on          
foot. The tunnel was built in 1911 and it had over a            
hundred years of history! It shared the load for         
pedestrians and drivers to cross the harbour instead        
of using ferries. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Day 6 (22/12/2016, Thursday) – Unilever green building and Hafencity          
[by Jessie] 
 
On the last day of our trip, we had a fruitful visit to the Unilever building and a walk in the                     
Hafencity. 

 
Our first destination was Unileverhaus , the      
headquarter of the Unilever company in      
Germany. Unilever is a transnational     
corporation which consists of more than 400       
brands such as Dove, Lipton, etc. We had a         
guided tour in the building. French windows       
were widely adopted in every room. With the        
transparent facades, the sunlight would stream      
in through the windows and it could have less         
lightning indoor. Moreover, the staff introduced      
a distinctive system providing fresh air into the        
offices and removing hot air out. The       
advantage of the system was that it could help         
with better air circulation and reduce the use of         
air-conditioning. 
 
Apart from the environmentally-friendly    
designs, we were also stunned by the working        
environment in this company. It was      
comfortable and flexible as the staff weren’t       
limited to work in a fixed space. They could         
work nearly everywhere they want, even in the        
public and open space in the building. It could         
enhance the interaction and communication     
among colleagues and increase understanding     
of each other’s roles and duties, in particular        
between the supervisors and subordinates.     
Another usage of the transparent facades was       
for the appreciation of the beautiful view of the         
harbour. Accompanying with nice scenery, it      
could provide a less stressful atmosphere at       
work, especially during meetings. There were      
also a fitness centre for the employees after        
work or during break time. This shows a better         
work-life balance and makes the staff living       
more sustainably. 

 

 



After leaving Unileverhaus , we had a short       
visit to the sustainability pavilion in Hafencity.       
The staff led us to have a walk and a glimpse           
around the city for 1.5 hours. Hafencity is        
inner city development that enables residents      
to live and work in the city, reducing        
commuting levels and environmental    
problems caused by traffic or urban sprawl.       
Hafencity was also designed to be a walkable        
city by reducing the distance between      
buildings. There were measures proposed     
strive for a better livelihood. For example, the        
government had planned a variety of public       
space, including parks and green spaces. The       

ground floors and rooftops of buildings were used as kindergartens, shops and even space              
for arts and design. This provided opportunities for people to develop their own             
businesses. 
 
The most impressive urban planning design for us was the flood protection. As Hafencity              
had faced a disastrous flood before, all the newly built buildings are restricted to be built 8                 
meters above the sea level and shops on ground floor needed to have flood gates for                
protection to minimize potential damages. On the other hand, the government was actively             
developing public transport like railway system and bus lines and also promote the use of               
electric cars to eliminate carbon emissions. 
 

We all thought that the development of       
Hafencity is well-planned and    
well-developed and the idea thoroughly     
demonstrates the basic concept of     
sustainability. The city not only strives for       
prosperous economy, but at the same      
time, they create a sociable community      
and lend a helping hand to save our        
planet.  
  
 

 


